


TruthQuest! Student Infographic Samples

TruthQuest
Kieran Murphy
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

CRAP Score: 18
CRAP Score: 21
CRAP Score: 20

Keywords
Gun Violence
Conspiracy
Murder
Shooter
Boom
News

Best Library Article
Gun Violence, Gun Control, and the Media

Citation in MLA Style

Google Sucks!

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Jacob Stanley Butler
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

CRAP Score: 20
CRAP Score: 23
CRAP Score: 17

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Mikaela Kane
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

CRAP Score: 14
CRAP Score: 22
CRAP Score: 12

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Luke Boulton
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

17
22
12

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Rachel Varley
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

18
20
17

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Robin Goddard
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

20
29
13

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Lorelei Allensworth
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

20
29
13

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Lori Holmes
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

18
20
17

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Nina Hnatko
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

20
29
13

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Samantha Leaves
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

18
20
17

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!

TruthQuest
Sophia Homeside
Articles from the Media Bias Chart Spectrum

Liberal
Neutral
Conservative

18
21
20

Keywords
Best Library Article

One more voice...

My Key Takeaway!